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ENDORSEMENTS
Terrence Gargiulo, MMHS. President of MAKINGSTORIES.net and author of
The Strategic Use of Stories in Organizational Communications & Learning. Are
you open to a renaissance of hope? What does it mean to soar in the sacred space
of an organizational geometry that frees its citizens to discern fields of dreams? The
authors have crafted a dynamic tapestry of stories, poetry, images, and metaphors to
recalibrate our compasses. We are invited to emancipate ourselves from irrelevant
and irreverent myths of business. Be well advised this is not another rabbit hole
of management jargon. The authors have mixed an alchemical elixir of reflective
propositions to transform our thoughts into motions and take us from the realm of
possible to actual. This is a call to action and none of us living in today’s world have
the luxury to ignore it. Virtuosa is a contribution of heart and soul that will not leave
you unchanged. I urge you to step out of your comfort zone and embrace this book’s
set of tools to initiate the important work that lies ahead for all of us…to reclaim the
integration of each precious moment to something greater than our self.
Peter Christie, aka Big Chief Talking Bull, strategic storyteller and part-time
MBA lecturer at Wits Business School and other business schools in South Africa
and abroad. The Virtuosa Organisation makes a splendid, sparkling contribution
to revising the organisational agenda. The authors coherently, influentially and
comprehensively confirm the growing realisation that the business of business is
much more than business. Through invoking historical and biographical accounts,
entertaining anecdotes and other stories, and a detailed case study, the book outlines
powerful concepts and principles promoting sustainable enterprise of the future. One
which is more human, more creative and innovative, more virtuously rising circularly
towards prosperity. The book should be prescribed reading for all MBA students.
John de Gruchy, Emeritus Professor in Christian Studies, University of Cape
Town. I had no idea what to expect when opening The Virtuosa Organisation, no
clarity on whether to endorse it or not, or what I might say to commend it if I did. I
am delighted by what I found, wholeheartedly recommend it, and hope that it gets
a wide readership. Why, you may ask. The reason is simple. There is an urgent need
for every organisation, every business, every NGO, to think far beyond the boxes of
the past and to pursue goals that will help transform the world in which we live, and
contribute significantly to human, social and environmental well-being. We don’t
only need to add value to what we are doing; we need to pursue and embody those
virtues that make this goal possible. And we need to do this urgently. I believe this
book read thoughtfully and taken seriously, can help make this possible.
Paul Smith, Key Note Speaker, Author of Lead with a Story: A Guide to Crafting
Business Narratives that Capture, Convince, and Inspire. We spend most of our
waking hours invested in an activity called ‘work’ that we accept as necessarily
selfish–out to enrich ourselves and shareholders at the expense of consumers, society,
and the planet. We satisfy our guilt by promising ourselves that we’ll feed our souls,
support charitable causes, and save the environment in our spare time, whenever we
find some. But what if there was another way? What if you could make the world a
better place while you were at work? Read this book and you can.

Dave Snowden, Founder & Chief Scientific Officer, Cognitive Edge Pte Ltd. This
book is a powerful presentation of some of the issues associated with organisations
and society and the failure of conventional methods to tackle them. It presents
a model of human behaviour and interaction which is aspirational in nature. It
represents a useful starting point on a journey to change and transformation.
Keith Coats, Founding Partner and Director of Storytelling at Tomorrow Today.
It is said that one shouldn’t judge a book by its cover; that is well said. However a
good way to judge a book is to browse through the references to determine from
what soil it has grown. A quick exploration of The Virtuosa Organisation references
will tell you all you need to know about this significant contribution to story. It is
more than a ‘good read’ – it is travel guide and companion for one’s journey. This
is a wonderful book. A marvellous collection of wisdom and practical advice.
Marc Feitelberg, Founder of the South African College of Applied Psychology,
Corporate Leadership Facilitator, Clinical Psychologist. Working on “values”
in organisations has in recent years become a dehydrated exercise in ticking the
box. This book inspires the reader to pour life back into this crucial area. It brings
values to life by providing practical tools for the business leader who wants to
create a sustainable organisation.
Dr Gerhard van Rensburg, Leadership Coach, Owner New Era Leadership. The
Virtuosa Organistion is a major contribution to the process of transforming work
organisations from merely economic entities to communities of real people wanting
to experience meaning and spiritual upliftment as they work. The authors of this
book succeed in advancing the discourse about transformation in organisations
to deeper and more fundamental aspects of human life. As long as the efforts of
leaders undervalue the richness and fullness of the human spirit by, for instance,
labelling employees as human capital or resources, the real transformational
potential of the organisations will remain repressed. This is a book that speaks to
the heart of organisations, challenging them to become centres of virtue not only
for their own sake, but for the sake of a better society.
Hermann Fischer, Business Psychologist, Geneva, Switzerland. Organisations,
as with people, have unique life stories to tell. For those perceptive enough to pick
up on both the bold and the nuanced ... Graham’s book provides an insightful
perspective on the implications of the above for leaders–from both a personal as
well as a professional perspective.
Graham Rowe, Scientist, co-founder of Sancreed, a chronic disease, precision
care provider. Technological change means that more and more knowledge
workers (not to mention entire businesses and industries) are being gutted and cast
aside as ‘software eats the world’. Our role as business leaders is to develop robust,
vision-driven teams that thrive under these turbulent and constantly shifting
conditions. The Virtuosa Organisation offers a powerful, applicable framework
for bringing our most human qualities to the fore, and building the foundation
for the more authentic, more responsive and more dynamic organization of the
future.

Deon Viljoen, Director of Operations at Southern Sun Resorts, a division of
Tsogo Sun. In Graham’s new book, The Virtuosa Organisation, he and his co-authors
tackle what I think is one of the most challenging issues for modern organisations:
corporate culture. Most leaders ignore this issue or shy away from it, because it is
so challenging and effectively out of their control. It also presupposes that there
is engagement and alignment within and around the organisation, not easy issues
to grapple with. Migrating from values to virtues is definitely the way to go. An
insightful and well-presented read for all business leaders. I for one cannot wait for
it to be released.
John Griffin, Director, High Chem East Africa Ltd. Fun to read, very digestible
and encourages reflection on business from a refreshingly different viewpoint. The
congruence of the thinking and the breadth of the approach is totally engaging.
Johann Maree, Emeritus Professor of Sociology, University of Cape Town. I
wholeheartedly endorse this book aimed at promoting business that advocates and
lives virtues, not only vision and values. Subjects on the development of virtues that
really resonated with me: cultivating awareness by means of deeper mindfulness, in
praise of emptiness, and experiencing leadership healing and growth. In short, the
book calls for the practice of love in business. Such businesses can indeed play a
leading role in building a better society.
Prof Rev Jerry Pillay, General Secretary of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of
Southern Africa. This book provides a very serious and timely discussion of a really
significant matter in our fast-changing world. A world in which values and virtues
are not given the appropriate measure of necessity they deserve. In many areas of
society there is a conscious attempt to side-line a focus on values, and we are daily
seeing how this is negatively impacting on our people and communities. We see this
in the violence in schools and in unethical business endeavours to make money. In
stressing the “virtuous cycle” the authors show how values undergird and shape every
aspect of human life and activity. We cannot simply wish them away or hope that we
will function well without them. Without values and virtues we lose sight of who
we are, what God has purposed us for on earth, and the need to value, respect and
appreciate the other (person).
This book not only convinces regarding the need for values and virtues in the business
sector, but succeeds in going beyond this by establishing that values and virtues are
indeed the essence of life and living. It is the way God longs for us to be and to live!
It is my pleasure and joy to endorse this book and to recommend it to all those who
have a desire to live good, purposefully integrated, and virtues-driven lives!
Elma Pollard, eco-consultant and owner and editor of The Green Times. I’m
delighted to endorse The Virtuosa Organisation. My mission is to inform, educate
and enlighten the business community and wider public on all aspects of crafting
an integrated, responsible and sustainable environment–within which all species,
humans and business can thrive. Such passion for being virtuous comes from within,
and The Virtuosa Organisation not only ignites the spark, it also shows the way and
the benefits.
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Author Statement
The world can be a scary place. Large challenges face the planet, its
resources and its people. And these challenges are inter-linked.
“Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread within
it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things are bound
together. All things connect”– Chief Seattle, Duwamish Tribe
We believe in the actualisation of individuals and the potentiality
of organisations to make a difference – not by wishful abundance
thinking nor an outdated notion of profit-maximisation – but by
opening up to the disciplined, practical application of habit-reversal,
and adopting of behaviours that support the formation of virtues.
Virtues that lead to transformation. Virtues like fun, compassion, being
aware, self-examination, achieving balance, curiosity ... are practical
and worthwhile, and have scientifically proven practical outcomes.
Outcomes that benefit individuals and organisations.
Nature, human relationships, science and the arts offer much to support
this transformation.
Paradoxically there is a sacred component to this secular endeavour,
which cannot be ignored. Every individual has a Mother Teresa and
a Hitler living inside them. Every organisation has the potential for
good and bad practices. Our commentary is in part experiential, even
autobiographical. The organisations that we use to illustrate points that
we make are not either ‘good’ or ‘bad’. Our intent is not to label them.
Numerous others could have been used.
The aims of The Virtuosa Organisation are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide context for the journey to becoming a virtuous organisation
Acknowledge the complexities of the issues and difficulties of the
challenge set before businesses
Justify the need for doing what is different and better
Introduce a concept that cuts through endless academic debate
around the many philosophical stances and countless influencing
factors
Offer models, reflections, exercises, tools, techniques, and
straightforward and proven guidelines for the transformation
journey
Encourage aware and concerned leaders to undertake the journey
we advocate, and aspire to the broad expected outcomes mentioned
in exercise 19.

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” (Leonardo da Vinci)

PREFACE
“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s needs, but not every man’s greed”–
Mahatma Gandhi
There was a famine in the animal kingdom. Ijapa the tortoise was finding that food was hard to come by. He heard that all the birds in the forest
were preparing for the great annual bird feast in the sky. Since the feast
took place in the sky, only the birds could attend. Ijapa the tortoise went
to every bird and borrowed a feather making up one excuse or the other.
He glued all these feathers to his back. He was a most colorful bird.
On the day of the feast, Ijapa the tortoise flew with the other birds. The
other birds could not recognize this strange colorful bird and asked him
who he was. He said his name was ‘all of us’. When it was time for the
feast, all the food was laid out on a table. Ijapa the tortoise asked, “Who
does this food belong to?” and the birds answered “All of us”. Ijapa the
tortoise said, “That is me,” so he ate all the food while the birds had none.
The birds were so angry that they grabbed ‘all of us.’ His feathers fell off
until the tortoise was revealed. To punish him, the birds left him in the
sky. Tortoise begged the birds to give a message to his wife. He asked his
wife to lay out as many mattresses as she could find so he could have a
soft landing. The birds who were still angry asked his wife to bring out all
the furniture in the house.
Ijapa jumped from the sky. Instead of landing on a mattress, he fell onto
the wood furniture. His shell broke into many pieces. His wife collected
these pieces and glued them together. That is why the tortoise does not
have a smooth shell.
What values should we as business leaders draw from history?
As a starting point we could do an in-depth examination of theories and constructs
of values and virtues down the ages, from:
•
•
•
•
•

Classical antiquity: Plato, Aristotle, Seneca, Aquinas …
Religion: Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism, Taoism ...
Ancient traditions: Samurai, Confucius, Arthurian Knights, First Nations,
African Ubuntu ...
Philosophers: Descartes, Kant, Hume, Nietzsche, Grotius, Benjamin Franklin,
MacIntyre, Anscombe, Foot …
Psychology: Peterson & Seligman, Fromm, Jung …

We could add categories – community, cultural, social, personal, organisational,
economic, functional, shared values. We could distinguish between terminal values
(end-state or goal values such as self-esteem, independence) and instrumental values
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(those that enabling the reaching of the goals, such as courtesy, ambition).
We could look at how broad societal and workplace values (and related behaviours)
have changed over the years. Pupils at Eton during Shakespeare’s time, when tobacco
was first introduced to the UK, faced a beating if they failed to use their tobacco.
Tobacco was considered to be a good treatment for disease, disorders, plague.1 The
ancient virtue of justice in the Western world may have morphed into ‘hand it over to
the lawyers’. Prudence may now mean to many: ‘cover your back, don’t get involved,
avoid risk’. In the workplace we have moved away from militaristic, mechanistic,
puritan business models to models where participation, quality of life, respect and
dignity carry more value. More than before, employees now expect their workplace to
have strong, higher-level dimensions: the values of community, attachment, creation
of something important and worthwhile–which feed their basic human needs.
We could examine the way in which different individual values may receive different
emphasis at different stages in our lives, or as a result of significant experiences.
Without dismissing the guidelines and cues contained within such categorisations
and analyses, we prefer an approach that is accessible, direct, and practical. Not lost
in academic discussions, but relevant for today’s emerging world of work, different
generations and cultures. More specifically: relevant to the individual organisation
that is doing the work. In the same way that a single penetrating question like: ‘Will
you be recommending us to others?’ trumps a lengthy customer satisfaction survey;
so we believe that the question to be asked here is: ‘What are the values we wish to
live by in order to make a real difference in our world?’ We believe that it’s more
productive to simply start working with them as they are unearthed, expressed, and
agreed in the individual organisation.

Context
Context is vital. We are living on the edge in a fragile (even broken) world of increasing
tensions – political, ecological, religious fundamentalism, social , financial and
economic – which all feed off each other, and erode trust and confidence. And erode
values. Natural disasters, war, food and water shortages, extreme poverty, protesting
communities, jittery markets. Volatile events that can quickly escalate into crises.
We’re surrounded by accidents waiting to happen – within our businesses and in the
outside world we operate in. Malcolm Gladwell eloquently showed how both positive
and negative developments are subject to a process which may well lead to a critical
mass (which he calls a ‘tipping point’), which then suddenly takes off, erupts, ‘goes
viral’.2
Pick up any daily newspaper, and you’re likely to read extracts like these:
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Cape Times
Thursday September, 19th 2013 3
‘TAWDRINESS AND VENALITY OF MUCH OF OUR PRESENT
POLITICAL SCENE IS UNDENIABLE’
Religious leaders lash out at corruption
Michelle Jones
Religious leaders have come out strongly against government corruption,
criticising leaders for putting their own selfish desires ahead of the needs of
those who voted them into power ...
…..Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism, attended a
meeting ...
……Peter Storey, former Bishop of the Methodist Church of South Africa,
delivered the hard-hitting keynote address … Mpho Tutu, who heads her
parents Desmond and Leah Tutu’s Legacy Foundation, responded. Storey
said ……South Africa’s new flag had “already gathered numerous grubby
stains due to the actions of a democratically-elected government”. He pointed
to a number of choices which had affected the lives of millions, including:
The Arms deal ...
AIDS denialism ...
An Education Department which produced new ‘lost generations’ ...
“Looming over all of these, of course, is the most intractable issue of them
all: poverty and joblessness, exacerbated by the pandemic crime wave visited
upon private citizens in townships and suburbs, and the looting of the public
purse through corruption”.
Storey said the official response had been troubling. “We wait in vain for just
one word of inspiration, direction and leadership, to address these crises, but
government invests its energies in protecting itself from exposure”.
... Tutu said ... “we have witnessed many of the very politicians whom we
believed could virtually walk on water sinking in the quick-sand of personal
aggrandisement and greed. Many South Africans continue to live miserable
lives; infants die preventable deaths due to poor sanitation – no women or
children are safe from the scourge of sexual predation that seems to have
beset us” ...
michelle.jones@inl.co.za
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In the same newspaper on the same day (as in any newspaper or TV news broadcast
on any day) there are a number of similar reports, including a revelation by the Public
Works Deputy Minister that since 2009 the department “has racked up R3,65 billion
in irregular spending”, which included a dubious lease contract involving Nedbank.4
(“The government in South Africa now employs more staff than the private sector. We
have more people on the state payroll than the US, which has a population six times the
size of ours and a GDP some 45 times bigger than ours”. We all know what this fastgrowing, non-value-adding employment means in terms of the tax burden, private
sector strangling, productivity indices, and total authoritarian control.5 We do have
a Public Protector in Advocate Thuli Madonsela who displays courage, perseverance
and integrity in investigating dubious practices. Sadly, there is increasing tension
between her department’s “constitutionally enshrined operational independence”
and many in government and parliament who wish to employ more government
‘oversight’. She refers to this as “the arrogance of incumbency”).6
New responses, new approaches, new resources are imperative. These responses need
to be guided by virtuous leadership. The basic thesis of this book is that a shift to
being virtuous is essential to surviving and thriving. Doing virtues-driven business
requires an honest and transparent orientation, and a spiritual awareness. An
awareness that takes us deeper and past our narrow self-interest, and the maximum
profit motive. And goes beyond the complacency of ‘but we’re doing the right things
in terms of social and environmental responsibility and sustainability’.
How has the values thing developed in the corporate world?
A look at recent organisation development history shows that in the early 1990s
vision was all the rage in business. Lynch & Kordis drew attention to why futureoriented thinking was good7, Senge et al led thinking in the mid-1990s about cocreating a vision for the organisation.8 By the end of that decade the focus had shifted
from compelling visions to the necessity for organisational values. Moss Kantor, a
leading management thinker, said “the vision thing is giving way to the values thing in
the lexicon of business leaders”.9 Then followed a period when the emphasis was on
linking values to vision, developing value propositions, relationship-marketing and
learning organisations...
Things haven’t changed much since then other than on the technology front. Many
leaders are still inclined to say, ‘Been there, done that, got the T-shirt’. We’re largely
stuck in the same place. Yes, a number of organisations have invested in ‘non-profit’
areas. They have employed consultants. Done good things. Believe that they can do
good and do well.
However, our contention is that by and large the required urgency, depth and most
of all – application, has been insufficient for the times we face. We also contend
that people, planet and profit goals are not mutually exclusive, but can be mutually
supportive. Strongly inter-connected. There is potential to go beyond doing good
and well. By this we don’t mean–do more good and less well. We mean going beyond
compliance thresholds (minima by definition), and becoming immersed in behaving
virtuously, attracting and nurturing virtuous talent, putting things right in the wider
16

world, thriving in a new way.
A field of study still in its infancy is the notion of developing virtuous organisations.
This means considerably more than simply ‘being good’, doing the right thing, and
having the correct ethical guidelines. “In sum, virtuousness in organizations refers to
the process and practices that support and manifest the display of virtuous behavior.
In virtuous organizations, employees collectively behave in ways that are consistent
with the best of the human condition and the highest aspirations of human kind”.10
This notion is still to a large extent in the realm of academic debate, and little has
happened so far in the real-life business arena.
How we think about and view things, how we feel, and how we act impacts far
more widely than we realize. Our conscious and unconscious choices can have
indifferent, toxic or health-giving effects on the societies, communities, markets and
environments in which we operate.
Some things that hamper progress are:
•

COMPARATIVE SAMPLE OF ORGANISATIONAL
VALUES ON WEBSITES

Innovation

People-Centered

Teamwork

Accountability

Service

Excellence

Respect

Integrity

•

Workplace cultures and dynamics.
Still too often these are more
akin to machines, the military,
psychic prisons. They stem from
pressure to produce profits in
the short run, coupled with
old-style command-and-control
management practices. When
values are espoused they are not
delivered. The claiming of values
seems to be, all too often, more
about good PR, and not about
attracting and keeping the right
talent, or providing meaning and
making a difference. They stem
also from Government and wider
societal practices that become
ingrained.
Mouthing values that look good
on paper but don’t positively affect
behaviour can have a negative
effect – leading to a stifling and
neurotic
culture,
depressed
productivity and ineffectiveness
in organizations. Some leaders
don’t see that fixing this requires
much more than staff wellness
programmes or the like! Sticking
plaster is applied when drastic
surgery is required.
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•

There is a same-ness, a routine-ness about values that are expressed by different
organisations. Many of these are the minimum (or threshold) values that
anyone in business should have anyway. There is nothing to distinguish such an
organisations from any of the others. Instead, questions of credibility are raised.
It’s as if the base question for them has been: “In terms of political correctness,
what are the appropriate and ‘correct’ values we should post?” instead of “What
values characterise who we wish to be?” (The latter facilitates positive forward
movement).

Notes on ‘Comparative sample of organisational values on websites’ table (refer to
previous page):
• The black circles indicate where a value is stated.
• In some instances different words are used to describe an almost identical or very
similar value (e.g. integrity/honesty/fairness, teamwork/Ubuntu/ collaboration,
service/ responsiveness/ reliability…. )
• A value held by only one organisation may be excluded from the list (e.g. Anglo
list safety as a value)
• The table is not intended to be comprehensive, but indicative
• If all public and private organisations lived the values they claim, we’d live in a
wonderful world! Sadly this is not the case.
The visions of this representative sample of organisations are equally uninspiring.
They are certainly not compelling. Many of these companies have no published
explicit vision statement. Instead one finds stuff about compliance, codes of ethics,
codes of conduct, objectives, business principles, corporate social investment, and
sustainability reports. (It’s about ‘what we should do’. It could be about ‘what should
we be ideally’).
Others are narrowly focused on ‘being the best’, ‘leading’ in their particular market.
Could it be that the power of compelling visions is being ignored AND that the
importance of values is being missed? If so, the transition into becoming virtues-led
is even more daunting.

So what now?
Many businesses are still not sure about why they should make the move from vision/
values to virtues. (V2V2V)
Surely news of corruption, fraud, tender collusion, bribery, tax evasion, excessive
executive pay and pay-outs, failures and disasters from the worlds of oil, banking
and financial services, construction, mining, arms trading, government and other
sectors–puts pressure on organisations to go beyond lip-service and become virtuous?
Instead the separate silo mentality of escaping the consequences of what happens
when things go wrong, and then blaming outside forces is a form of immaturity. Too
often there is avoidance, cover-up, denial.
In late 2013 The Economist Intelligence Unit released a survey report. The
report points to unethical practices in the 80s and 90s in the financial
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services industry, leading up to the financial crises we’ve become all too
aware of. These practices included profit-chasing which “led to extreme
risk-taking, selling derivative products they did not understand and
many clients did not need, and lending to people who could not afford the
repayments”.
Responses from the industry are disquieting, to say the least - full of
complacency, lip service, blind spots, indifference.
Financial Services leaders talk about ‘strengthened formal codes of
conduct’, ‘raising awareness’, ‘introducing incentives’. Scarily, executives
struggle to appreciate the benefits of ethical behaviour, believing that
career advancement would be retarded, and also that their firms would
become less competitive! “Ethical conduct might still not be an entirely
natural fit with financial services”. Deep-seated cultural impediments
seem to be here to stay for a long while yet. 11
It is damage control and risk management that is fraudulent and hostile to true
community formation. When values are posted in the public view and not behaved,
then the purity of motive of the organisation must be questioned.
Purity of motive before embarking on the virtuosa journey is key. Wrong motive
defeats the point: ‘own best interests’, ‘brand appeal’, ‘we’d better do this’, ‘me-too-ism’.
Above all the process we advocate is designed to bring healing to organisations – so
that they reach and contribute to the society they work in. Create what they want to
be and see. A better place for all. The spiritual value of Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you comes into play here. We are accountable to each other in
more ways than we know.
This book explores the technology of how values can shift gear into lived virtues,
enabling participation rather than repetitive complaint; learning and growing
rather than resisting and obstructing; and encouraging rather than blaming and
withdrawing.
We have included a number of exercises, and each chapter is designed to aid
reflection on a particular aspect of the values to virtues journey. Key competencies
and associated behaviours that give effect to how virtues are displayed (at leadership
and other levels) are also introduced and discussed.
This book is an opportunity to see afresh, to envisage courageously and to position
yourself differently. The life we live inside our organizations influences every other
part of our lives. What follows is not a cover-all blueprint for becoming a virtuosa
organisation, but does address the philosophy and practice in a way that will take you
a long way down that road. It will help you to define where you are in your current
experience of your organization, and how you can shift things within yourself
and around you. You will be empowered to envisage (and participate in) different
outcomes.
This is more than an adaptive process. It is about radical change. In this book we
show how it can, and has been done.
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The journey we advocate:
•
•
•
•
•

Seeing the need
Arriving at the right values
Aligning individual and organisation values/ virtues
Determining appropriate behaviour indicators
Entrenching the values so that they become spontaneously lived virtues.

The mind-set, methods and techniques used during the process are important in
each of these steps, especially the last – where precious few have succeeded.
There is no quick-fix.
Our process involves looking within and without. Business does some aspects of the
looking-without part well: conducting scenario planning, analysing market trends,
deriving competitive edges, ascertaining consumer needs ...
There is also limited looking-within at the same time in order to do strengths/
weaknesses/opportunity/threats analyses, ascertain competency levels, undertake
staff morale surveys ...
We hope that the deeper looking-within that we advocate will not be resisted on the
grounds that introversion of this kind is not appropriate.

Why values to virtues?
•
•
•
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The world is crying out for direction.
We need 20/20 virtuous leaders (whose egos are not as large as the skyscrapers
they work from or as long as their Board room tables!)
Too long has business neglected its full leadership role in building a better society.
Business organisations do have the means to lead the way for the rest of society. In
South Africa the vice-ridden Hydra of government continues to grow alarmingly
in size and menace – a fast-approaching tipping point. The private sector must
act. Even though it sometimes feels like a David and Goliath situation, where the
forces to be opposed look to be invincible and overwhelming.

•
•
•

There are too many cases of disconnect between espoused and displayed values.
Employees need meaning in their lives.
It’s time for virtues (especially the displayed virtue of love for people and planet)
to be a powerful driver of the way that business is conducted.

Our approach to becoming a virtuosa organisation offers African ukulungisa, “a
chance to put things right, restore order, aspire to higher things”–at the organisation,
department, team and individual levels. To rewrite the organisation’s story.
We hope that this book contributes not only to raising consciousness, but provides a
practical way forward for many organisations in many sectors and places.
Borrowed from the discipline of economics, a negative
vicious circle is a downward spiral. Each spiral has a
knock-on, reinforcing effect. (When a tipping point is
reached, then the spiraling speeds up dramatically). For
example, in business a cumbersome, inefficient business
process that is allowed to persist can frustrate employees,
lower their motivation, reduce service performance,
impact on rewards received – which in turn further
decreases motivation, hampers a willingness to learn
and make improvements, impacts on overall competence levels, reduces customer
satisfaction, causes employee disbelief in the organisation’s vision, results in work-torule, and inevitably leads to lower profitability.
An example of a virtuous circle, following the introduction
of a values to virtues initiative, would be to engender
excitement within an atmosphere of trust. People
embrace the mission as well as the process. Begin to find
satisfaction and meaning in their work. This then leads
to calls for competency development, impacts positively
on customer and other stakeholder relationships,
results in an inflow of positive endorsements, enhances
the organisation’s reputation. In turn, this strengthens staff commitment and
engagement. Attracts new talent. People spontaneously ‘go the extra mile’. The endresult is a changed culture. And improved profitability.
The virtuosa organisation is one that chooses a virtuous circle, gives a dazzling
performance. A way of caring for the soul of the business, and for the society it serves.
If values don’t play out as virtues, then what’s the point? We’ve written this book as
our contribution to a movement towards virtuous circles in organisations. At the
time of writing and following soon after the Eurozone crisis, the USA fiscal instability
and a hovering debt problem has ramifications for the world. A potential trigger
of widespread economic, political and social challenges. And a resultant danger of
businesses doing anything to survive, with accompanying lapses into vicious cycles.
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The schematic or story of the book is:
STAGE ONE - Looking at the problem

VICIOUS CYCLE
Failing
Failing
leadership
leadership

Uninspiring
visions and
values

Avoidance,
denial of
responsibility
Dysfunctional
organisations

Poised
tipping
points

World of
fragility, tension,
crises

STAGE TWO - Changing direction
Go beyond
“do good”
and
“do well”

STAGE THREE : Reversing the cycle

VIRTUOUS CYCLE
Look without
and within

Ukulungisa:
put things
right

Go on a
values to virtues
journey
Engage
virtuous
talent
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Become a
virtuous
organisation

We have faith that there are many out there who will identify with the need for radical
action, resonate with this reframed story of a new way of doing business, rise to the
challenges that have been set, move beyond current thinking constraints, become
heroes and undertake the journey to becoming virtuous.
As a leader you could be asking yourself: ‘Who do I wish to become?’, ‘How do I wish
to be remembered?’, ‘What should my organisation become?’
On Virtue
Virtue is near thee, and with gentle hand
Would now embrace thee, hovers o’er thine head.
Fain would the heaven-born soul with her converse,
Then seek, then court her for her promised bliss.
Phillis Wheatley (African-American poet 1753-1784)

Our use of story, poetry, anecdote, metaphor and images
Artists, poets, musicians and story tellers are taking their place alongside business
thought-leaders and organisations that are leading the way. They shouldn’t be seen as
separate, parallel phenomena to corporate life. If they are seen as something distinctly
other than what takes up the time and energy of the working lives of employees
at their daily assignments, then the creative ‘right brain’ function is excluded. (Our
book is entitled The Virtuosa Organisation. Why not The Virtuoso Organisation?
Because the more ‘right brain’, ‘feminine’ component of the right brain/ left brain
team is still neglected by business).
We use the Leonardo da Vinci story and values, not as the only right way, but as an
illustrative, non-threatening and practical virtue–set.
We have made liberal use of story, poetry, anecdote, metaphor and images in order
to make the material more accessible, and to add another dimension to engage and
stimulate the reader.
•

•

STORY. “For well over 100,000 years before written language, humans
communicated all key information, histories, beliefs, and attitudes through oral
storytelling AND archived (stored/remembered) all of that information in story
form in human memory. 100,000 years of relying on story architecture as our
primary storage and communications system has evolutionarily rewired human
brains. We are all now born hardwired to think, to make sense, and to understand
through story structure and by using specific story elements”.12 Nigel Nicholson
of the London Business School refers to us possessing a ‘fiction impulse’.
“Narrative intelligence is ill defined and unfamiliar to many. Through my graduate
research, I came to understand it as our innate ability to analyze, learn from, and
remember information and experiences as stories”.13
POETRY is another way of paying attention, listening and observing the world.
“I believe that poetry is a primal impulse within us all. I believe we are all capable
of it and furthermore that a small, often ignored corner of us yearns to try it”.14 The
words, omissions and rhythm of poetry speak to the unconscious.
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•

•

IMAGES. Richard Maidwell of the Catholic Redemptorist Community in Cape
Town points out that, since prehistoric times images have been at the forefront
of our human experience. Images dominate our lives. They suggest to us how
to think, how to behave, even how to feel – overtly and covertly. In fact we can’t
imagine a world without images. “Images enable us to go beyond ourselves, access
our spiritual nature and to express ideas and concepts beyond verbal language
and intellect. The oldest evidence of our evolving human intellect are images”.He
cites Mithen who in his treatise on cave paintings, wrote: “...this art was a part
of modern human ecological adaptation to their environment. The art functioned
to extend human memory, to hold concepts which are difficult for human minds
to grasp and to instigate creative thinking about the solution of environmental and
social problems”.15 However much art changed in the following centuries this
fundamental concept remained almost unchanged. “If the poet says that he can
inflame men with love ... the painter has the power to do the same … in that he can
place in front of the lover the true likeness of one who is beloved, often making him
kiss and speak to it” (da Vinci). (And of course, the image evolved into symbolic
written language, and then into writing).
METAPHOR. Friend, author and business consultant Ralph Windle points out
that “Metaphor is not merely a decorative element in literature, but fundamental to
the very way we think and act”.16

These mechanisms often combine to transcend the words that they support. An
example:
The powerful bridge metaphor and images, and the Leonardo Bridge Project story
can help to promote the crossing of some of the many barriers between societies,
people, and between business, the arts and the sciences.

The Leonardo Bridge Project – the story is told in Chapters 7 and 8
“Leonardo da Vinci presents the world with a quintessential model of the
fully utilized human mind: a person who develops all their capacities to
an equal level of mastery, to produce work of the highest order of artistic
and intellectual quality. He was inventor, artist, architect, naturalist,
scientist and engineer. He could make mesmerizing drawings of flowing
water or meticulously braided hair. Yet he was also playful, a great tease,
whimsical, loved to sing, delighted in the company of friends and was a
masterful host.
Leonardo da Vinci’s endless curiosity and capacity for serious play
presents a model for the modern person in this time of rapid change,
constant uncertainty and mounting individual, civic, environmental and
political pressures. Leonardo da Vinci is an icon of possibility for our
generation as we continue to reinvent our civilization”.17
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After reading this book, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Recognise hidden dark side leadership – in yourself and others
Conduct business process analyses to uncover environmental
and social impacts
Determine and prioritise personal and organisational values
Use behaviour indicators to instil virtuous habits
Use ‘gamification’ to reinforce virtuous behaviours
Use Anecdote Circles to align organisation members with a
virtuous value-set
Develop a talent-attraction-and-nurturing policy and processes
Practice a deeper mindfulness that has concrete organisational
benefits
Install a ‘take personal responsibility’ culture
Introduce an effective communication and relating style
(including during times of stress, change and transition)
Apply the innovation skills of questioning, listening, imagining
and having fun
Apply a group model for performance-through-innovation
Carry out necessary ‘interior work’, making use of archetypal
cues
Conquer fears that lead to workplace and individual dysfunction,
and introduce the practice of love into workplaces
Appreciate links between business, art, science and narrative
Get ready for a values to virtues journey

Introduction to Section 1
We live in a broken world where corruption, deception, manipulation and
evasion are the order of the day in the corporate and political worlds. Where
might this downward spiral lead?
Old-style capitalism seems to have failed. All over the cry is being heard
for authentic, compassionate leadership, responsible capitalism, impactinvestments, and organisations that go beyond lip-service and consistently
display the values that they espouse. A cry for organisations that have
adopted, embraced and truly serve the triple – bottom – line. Such
organisations attract and retain talented members who then find meaning
and satisfaction in their work, and at their places of work. This aids their
evolution to becoming virtues-driven leaders in the marketplaces and
communities and ecology they serve.
Yet there are more cynics than advocates.
In the chapters that follow we walk you through what has been happening
in the corporate world, and how an organisation can become virtuous.
How organisations can offer society hope for the future, see through the
murkiness and reach clarity. It is self-evident that virtuous leadership is
needed. The leader’s behaviours usually become imbedded in culture. Darkside leadership spawns a numbing and a ‘fragmentation of conscience’.
However, given a virtuous leadership aspiration, there are processes and
techniques that may fruitfully be learned and adopted in the organisation’s
quest to become virtuous. We introduce a four-step process for moving from
vision, to identifying organisational values, to making these explicit, and
reinforcing them so that they become virtues. Tips offered to ensure that the
process is successful include clearly defining the concepts involved, thinking
strategically, allowing the process to overcome built-in conditioning, beliefs,
stereotyping and prejudice, ensuring visibility, techniques to reinforce them,
and accepting that this is a work in progress.
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Chapter 1 : The Dark Side of Leadership
“A fish rots from the head”. (Old proverb)
Someone once said ‘In a septic tank, as in a big corporation, the biggest turds float to
the top’.
During times when we hold leadership reins, we have to be aware of lapsing into
behaviours that compromise our own values, damage others. Remember that Dr
Jekyll was also Mr Hyde.
And we all have feet of clay.

A personal story
I was involved with a local Operations Company (of one of the world’s
top multi-national petroleum entities) using one of the world’s top consulting firms in order to undertake massive re-engineering.
The consultants introduced tactics designed to manipulate fast change
and compliance in order to force through the change at a frenetic pace.
‘Take a jerk to lunch’ was one tactic.
Another was to ‘demonise’ and make outcasts of any with influence who
were not ‘with it’. Still another was the deliberate withholding of information so that few could see the bigger picture.
An HR manager proudly said: ‘Throughout this entire process we had
only one suicide’ (!).
London Head Office was impressed to the extent that the consulting
group soon found itself doing the same work in Thailand, Brazil, and
other OpCos. Presumably more successes were claimed. But as LinkedIn
connection, neurologist John Barbuto rightly asks: “What is the rest of
the story?”
Culture in the local OpCo at the time was about agreement, avoiding
conflict, sharing successes but not failures. Fertile ground to increase fear
and self- preservation factors by using the tactics in question. No doubt
exacerbated by the stress accompanying such massive change. What
transpired was a culture of inauthenticity, gamesmanship, the cloaking
of real feelings, suppression of issues and the creation of a reality that
disempowered. At its root, in a word: anti human.
Years after completion of the exercise, some of these tactics were still
imbedded in the culture. The OpCo never fully recovered. Although the
re-engineering project was hailed as a huge local success on the basis of
‘costs to be saved’, these costs were never fully realised.
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Sadly such leadership behaviour so easily leads to lasting negative damage to the
organisation and to its members. The untold story being a tragedy.

Long term damage to organisations and their members can be horrific.
There is always a good chance that the power-holder’s personality characteristics,
by a process of osmosis, become part of the organisation’s culture. This is the true
danger of dark leadership.
When cultural norms, habits, responses and behaviour become second nature,
individuals are no longer consciously aware that they are behaving in a dysfunctional
way, or that they are responsible for their own behaviour.
Group pathology is absorbed by and entrenched in individuals.
Scott Peck explains that group leaders in all times and places have routinely bolstered
group cohesiveness by whipping up the group’s hatred for ‘foreigners’, or ‘the enemy’,
the outsider.
In his book ‘People of the Lie’1, he relays the My Lai incident in South Vietnam in 1968,
where members of the United States Army killed 500 to 600 unarmed villagers. Years
later, he was appointed by the Army Surgeon General as chairman of a committee
given the task of making recommendations about undertaking psychological
research–to understand and help prevent such incidents in future.
The committee’s recommendations were rejected for fear of embarrassing the status
quo. The organisation, the US Army, protected itself.
Scott Peck explains lucidly that group pathology was at play even though each
killing was an individual act. He points out that different levels, as well as different
departments within a hierarchy, can experience a ‘fragmentation of conscience’,
especially under conditions of stress.
This ‘fragmentation of conscience’ may be motivated by fear and self-preservation
and can result in
•
•

avoiding taking responsibility for what the wider organisation is doing
blaming other departments, or overall policies, or ‘management’ for what is
happening

This happens when people are conditioned by
group-thinking, a frightening possibility.
In telling the IBM story in his book Big Blues,
Paul Carrol cites the case of Don Estridge.2
He was a rebel; a non-conformist in dress,
personality and management style, who
ushered IBM into the new technology
personal computer market in the early 1980s.
IBM at the time believed that market was
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far too small to be of any interest to them. Don Estridge’s committed development
team of 13 worked against the clock. Against incredible odds, their unprecedented
counter-culture approach yielded amazing results. They delivered US$1-billion in
the first year.
However, Estridge’s sudden success, with its accompanying visibility and publicity
bred enmity among other IBM executives. Their inability to embrace diversity
evolved into a fierce jealousy that guaranteed Estridge would eventually fall. He lost
favour and was effectively side-lined, overpowered by the bureaucracy, before his
untimely death.
In a 5 year period to 2007, BP were charged with no less than 760 safety violations,
were found to be grossly negligent in a number of instances. When the Gulf of
Mexico disaster inevitably occurred, “numerous investigations would place the blame
for the explosion on BP’s cutting of costs, inattention to safety, and overly aggressive
attitude toward extracting oil from difficult-to-reach reserves”. BP continued its
arrogant tradition of “say a lot, do little”. Psychologist Irving Janis describes this sort
of groupthink: “When certain conditions are present … groups quickly reach consensus
decisions with amazing disregard for obvious warning signs that they are on the wrong
track. Extremely cohesive groups, oriented around a strong leader, will ignore or punish
dissenting opinions”.3 It seems that forced conformity, fragmentation of conscience,
diffused responsibility were all at play here.
I’ve recently consulted to an organisation where people avoided offering constructive
criticism, steered away from potential conflict for fear of ‘rocking the boat’. Their
conformity and diffusion of responsibility were in effect defence-mechanisms. Staff
worked-to-rule. This cultural impediment was fed by stress resulting from high
workloads and deadline pressures. The possibility of such organisational ‘illness’
should not be underestimated.
Babiak and Hare have contributed to studies of the corporate psychopathic
phenomenon4 and their work is well explained on the YouTube: I Am Fishhead - Are
Corporate Leaders Psychopaths? (2011)4
(In South Africa we are experiencing low-growth economic times. S.A.’s performance
in terms of corruption, crime, job creation, alleviation of poverty, care for the
environment, hampering of private enterprise, quality of education (the World
Economic Forum recently placed South Africa 132 out of 144) – must give rise to
alarm about the leaders we have chosen, our own acceptance of things, and prospects
for the future. Add to this a substantial measure of bureaucracy and compliance
mechanisms, and any constructive partnership between public and private sectors
becomes severely threatened).

Unsavoury Leadership Characteristics
Tyrants often come across as ‘good guys’ and reach the top. They appear charming
and charismatic on the outside, but emotionally blunted and dead inside.
“…one may smile, and smile, and be a villain” 5 (Shakespeare: Hamlet 1.5. 108).
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There is as yet no effective way to screen the mental health of such leaders – as they
assume power, manipulate, intimidate, ruthlessly achieve self-serving outcomes.

Manfred Kets de Vries has explored the dark side of
leadership. He assessed personality types and traits,
character disorders, and drag-down behaviours.6
The main characteristics displayed by unsavoury
leaders are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paranoid
Obsessive-compulsive
Histrionic
Dependent
Depressive
Antisocial
Sadistic
Masochistic
Passive-aggressive

In the parable of Stripe and Yellow, two caterpillars are climbing the caterpillar pillar:
“Stripe avoided Yellow as much as possible, but one day there she was, blocking the only
way up. ‘Well, I guess it’s you or me’, he said, and stepped squarely on her head”.7
In my view, a combination of the following is particularly dangerous:
•
•
•

NARCISSISTIC.
This leader has a need to be admired. Self-love, self-interest and gain is the goal
bar any cost. They have an uncanny ability to manipulate and abuse others.
MACHIAVELLIAN.
This leader will play a game of deception, subterfuge, manipulation, cunning
and duplicity in order to achieve personal goals.
SOCIOPATHIC.
This leader is also manipulative, beguiling and convincing. Unloving. No
emotional attachment, no conscience, no moral compass with regards to right
or wrong, no principles and values.

Hidden in the shadows even when in the limelight
Is he a lamb? His skin is surely lent him,
For he’s inclin’d as is the ravenous wolves.
Who cannot steal a shape that means deceit? 5
(Shakespeare: King Henry VI, Part 2 3.1.77-79)
It’s easy with hindsight to label a Hitler, a Gadaffi, a Barings Bank or an Exxon or BP
CEO.
How can you identify this villain when you’re immersed in everyday work. Like
Aesop’s proverbial ‘wolf in sheep’s clothing’, you can easily be snared by the charm of
a narcissistic, Machiavellian, sociopathic boss. However, it’s also naïve to suggest that
there is always a direct link between toxic leadership and dysfunctional organisations.
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The traits of problematic leaders are largely hidden and come in many guises.

Masters at acting the part, they deceive all as they rise to the top. Their flawed
personalities and character-deficits are hidden from view (whether they succeed or
fail against the organisation’s measure of success).

What should we do?
How to deal with this is a huge change challenge for individuals and organisations.

People and organisations have a knack of becoming trapped in their own limited
thinking and behaviours. Like Plato’s Cave – a situation where we are shackled and
face only the back wall of the cave, are able to see only the shadows of the fire that
blazes outside, but not the fire itself. We have only an illusion, a limited internal
reality. Morgan refers to this using the metaphor of a “psychic prison”. He suggests
that “In thinking about an organization this way, we are thus alerted to the pathologies
that may accompany our (own) ways of thinking”.8
Blindly following authority, including dysfunctional leaders caught in their own
psychic prisons, perhaps even hero-worshipping them (thus reinforcing their
pathologies and our own illusions) is clearly foolish.
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Many self-help books promote self-interest at the expense of others and this is also
something to watch out for. An example: President Bill Clinton is on record as saying
“telling purposeful stories is the best way to persuade, motivate, and convince who you
want to do what you need”.9
Be aware also that your boss and other leaders may be allowing their dark side to
dominate. “All hoods make not monks”5 (Shakespeare: King Henry VIII 3.1.23).
Maybe a little ‘Occupy movement’ in the office will at least moderate the behaviours.
Share your story with others.
Sometimes it’s a straight choice: Comply or say Goodbye. Sometimes you can begin
to bring healing by speaking up. The watchword is courage.
On a personal level, awareness is usually the starting-point. Driven by a MacBethlike ‘vaulting ambition’ we could ask ourselves whether we ourselves are developing
behaviours we should be concerned about. Sometimes it’s a subtle thing that creeps
up on us unnoticed as we become more and more immersed in the prevailing culture.
During times of high stress, perhaps with professional help, we could uncover the
root causes of our drivers. Begin to bring healing to ourselves and the organisation
we work for.
Develop your emotional and social intelligence. Healthy social engagement and
emotional attachment are in many ways the opposite of the unsavoury narcissistic,
Machiavellian, sociopathic characteristics outlined above.
We all have dark and light sides to our psyches–the dark or shadow side usually
being hidden, unknown, denied. Johnson refers to our shadow side as “that dumping
ground for all those characteristics of our personality that we disown”.10 The process
of balancing and lightening our dark side in order to reach en-lighten-ment (or
self-actualisation) challenges us all. This is a huge subject on its own. Another story
(continued in Chapter 25). Suffice to say for now that the development of meaningful
virtues in individuals and organisations assumes the highest importance.11
Choose to recognise and follow good (virtuous) leaders. Sigmund Freud the founder
of psychoanalysis: “another person’s narcissism has a great attraction for those who
have renounced part of their own...” 12 and Professor of Business Psychology at
University College, London – Dr Tomas Chamorro-Preuzic , argues that followers
mistake confidence for competence, and that “their love for the leader is a disguised
form of self-love, or a substitute for their inability to love themselves”.13 They project.
Something to be aware of when choosing who to follow.
And be encouraged, “Virtue is not left to stand alone. He who practices it will have
neighbors”. (Confucius)

Good leaders – The Light Side
Kahlil Gibran reminds us, “Work is love made visible”
Extensive libraries of leadership studies exist. These are based on traits, processes,
competencies, style, or performance. Servant leadership, Results-based leadership;
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emotionally intelligent, charismatic leaders; Transformational, Quantum Leap,
Situational, Attributional, Adaptive, Fast-forward leadership. Ubuntu, follower –
centric leadership ….
In essence, good leaders get things done because they:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

forge genuinely close relationships, display a loving side
are humble
consistently act in congruence with their values to such an extent that they have
become virtues
focus on both task and relationship (empathy)
are mindful and observant, self-aware, open, flexible
respect and nurture diversity
are able to reframe complex issues

During an interview, Leena Nair, Unilever Director, when asked, “What does the
leader of 2020 look like?” put it beautifully: “The leader of 2020 will be a person
who is authentic – someone who is willing to share their strengths, weaknesses and
vulnerabilities. They will be more inclusive, and more collaborative in the way they lead
and manage. They will be more engaging and they will know how to get the best out of
everyone around them. Words like listening will be even more important. One leader
alone will not have the answers to the complex world we live in and the changes which
are taking place. They will reach out to their teams to create the answers”.14
In short, they live by head, heart and hands.15 (See exercise 15)
The ‘heart’ aspect is assuming more and more importance. As Archbishop Desmond
Tutu has said, referring to the ubuntu social values system: “A person with ubuntu is
open and available to others, affirming of others, does not feel threatened that others
are able and good, for he has a self-assurance that comes from knowing that he belongs
in a greater whole”.
Without explicitly using the words ‘values-based’, Daniel Goleman of Emotional
Intelligence fame, describes ethical leaders as those who understand themselves,
are able to connect, help people find meaning, do the right thing. They are able to
give a view of the bigger picture, articulate vision, tell their story authentically and
effectively: “If you think about the long run, are transparent about it, and your message
is in synch with your vision and intention, it’s very hard to be unethical.”16
Under such leadership, organisations have a far better chance of being responsive
and innovative, externally oriented (triple bottom line), and caring. Their valuesset provides perspective, and becomes a guiding framework for sound short-term
decisions. It’s more about who we are, then what we do.
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LEADERSHIP BY
BEING

manifesting in

DOING

ENGAGE THE SHADOW

Personal clarity. Authenticity

ACHIEVE BALANCE

People, planet, profits
Abundance and scarcity
Masculine and feminine
Positivity and prudence

INTEGRATION

Body, mind and spirit health
Living by spirit rather than letter

AWARENESS

Calm, mindful understanding
Self-control, social/emotional
intelligence. Blind spots

LOVE

Practice of subsidiarity
Listening. Growing potential
Fostering engagement
Harnessing diversity
Overcoming fears

CURIOSITY

Questioning. Fun and wonder
Inside and outside the box thinking

TAKE RESPONSIBILITY

Motivational follow up, nurturing
Visual metaphor/story communication
No naming and blaming

(This seems to be far from current reality. To take just one example, well known
management consultant and author Ken Blanchard reports seeing research showing
that:
•
•

a mere 20% of employees trust their organisations
only 11% see congruency between what their management say and what they do.

His own subsequent research showed, inter alia, that:
•
•
•
•

68% were hampered by rumour and gossip
47% reported hidden agendas, secrecy, lack of transparency
34% were exposed to lies and dishonesty
58% regretted trying to collaborate and share openly.)17
True leaders
Are hardly known to their followers.
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Next after them are the leaders
The people know and admire;
After them those they fear;
After them, those they despise.
To give no trust is to get no trust.
When the work’s done right,
With no fuss or boasting,
Ordinary people say,
‘Oh, we did it’.
Lao-Tzu (6th century BC)
H.G.Wells echoes Lao-Tzu: “Leaders should lead as far as they can and then vanish.
Their ashes should not choke the fire they have lit”. In a sense (as Kahlil Gibran says)
“Work is love made visible”. 18

Author’s Thank You:
Anja van Kralingen of the Applied Jung Institute (anja@appliedjung.com) was
instrumental in helping with both the flow and logic of this chapter.
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